Criterion 4: Original Scholarly Contributions about the Field of Outreach and Engagement by Gail Langellotto, Department of Horticulture, OSU

Dr. Langellotto’s work has been cited 1628 times across all years; 877 citations since 2011. The H Index of the journals in which she publishes has been 19 across all years and 15 since 2011. This document is limited to scholarly contributions within outreach and engagement. She has significant contributions in the field of entomology as well.

a. Peer-Reviewed

i. Refereed Publications

* indicates graduate student
** indicates undergraduate student


Role: Co-authored idea and co-wrote paper.

Journal Information: Open access journal that updates the research and knowledge base of Extension professionals.


Role: Authored idea, analyzed data and wrote paper.

Journal Information: Open access journal that updates the research and knowledge base of Extension professionals.

Role: Co-authored idea and co-wrote paper.

Journal Information: Open access journal that updates the research and knowledge base of Extension professionals.

Role: Analyzed data, co-wrote paper.
Journal Information: Published by the Department of 4-H Youth Development and Family and Consumer Sciences at North Carolina State University.

Role: Authored idea, analyzed data, co-wrote paper.
Journal Information: Published by the American Society for Horticultural Science.

Cited by 19

Role: Authored idea and wrote paper.
Journal Information: Open access journal that updates the research and knowledge base of Extension professionals.

Cited by 3

ii. Extension Publications

Original Publications (These are new OSU Extension publications which I co-developed, based on clientele need).

Role: Served as advisor to Signe Danler when choosing and crafting her M.Ag. project, which evolved into this OSU Extension Publication. Edited early and final drafts.
Downloads (data from ScholarsArchives@OSU): newly published

Role: Adapted 22-page list of bullet points (organized by category) to 28 page Extension publication, EESC liaison during proposal and publication process.
Downloads (data from ScholarsArchives@OSU): 4,900
Role: Adapted 2-page fact sheet to 8 page Extension publication, EESC liaison during proposal and publication process.  
Downloads (data from ScholarsArchives@OSU): 7,500

Role: Edited publication to represent the policies of the Master Gardener Program and the relationship between the Master Gardener Program and the Oregon Master Gardener Association.  

Major Revisions (These are OSU Extension publications that I substantially revised, to bring the content up to date and in line with our focus on sustainable gardening).  

Role: Updated publication to better communicate what the expectations and responsibilities of being a Master Gardener volunteer.

Role: Updated publication to better reflect a focus on sustainability, utilized template developed by EESC, set up a companion online link to collect information from individuals interested in becoming a Master Gardener.  
Downloads (data from ScholarsArchives@OSU): 1,740

Role: Updated publication to better reflect a focus on sustainability, changed format for ease of use by client, updated listed products to reflect current registrations, coordinated content edits and additions by specialists and other faculty.

iii. Published Abstracts


